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SAFETY FEATURES

Our most  
comprehensive  

special needs  
car seat.

Ergonomically designed  
HEAD SUPPORT holds 
the head and protects 
from side impacts and 
centrifugal forces

SHOULDER PROTECTOR WINGS:  
Extendable wings hold and protect 
the body from side impacts and 
centrifugal forces

Large CHEST 
SUPPORT holds 
the body securely

TETHER OPTIONS 
include additional 
security tether for 
the top of backrest 
or ISOfix latch 
connectors. These 
may be required by 
your local authorities

2 positions of SEAT 
DEPTH ADJUSTMENT 
for a better fit

RECLINE FUNCTION 
with angle adjustable 
seat and backrest



QUICK CHECK FITTING GUIDE

The Carrot 3000 caters for safety and  
the importance of keeping the child in a 
supported posture for travel.

•  Ensure Carrot 3000 back is in contact with the vehicle  
seat back (no big gap behind headrest). 

•  Strap at the rear of the Carrot 3000’s headrest is to be 
secured around vehicle’s headrest, or backrest.

•  If the car has individual separation in the rear seats, the  
lower horizontal strap at the rear of the Carrot 3000  
is to be secured.

•  Ensure the shoulder straps are firmly secure, and are level 
with the child’s shoulder height, if these are below the child’s 
shoulder height, the seat needs to be grown – Please contact 
your Occupational Therapy team. 

•  If a cross strap is being used, please ensure this is sitting no 
higher than the top being level with the child’s underarm. 

•  Ensure child has not outgrown the weight capacity which is 
15-36kg. If child is approaching this weight limit, consider 
what car seat would be next option.

•  Ensure the car’s seatbelt is used EVERY time. This is to be 
securely fastened OVER the child and seat. Please note this 
seat does not have capacity to have a belt threaded through 
the back as it is a booster seat. You are able to purchase and 
install a padded sleeve for the seatbelt if you feel the belt is 
going to irritate your child. 

•  Please note the red belt guides are to be used to ensure the 
belt is sitting correctly, is kept low across the child’s hips and 
is kept off the child’s face. 

•  If this unit is fitted with a swivel base check the latch is 
working correctly, and that the car seat swivels freely.

•  Periodically check for loose or missing parts.

Carrot 3000

Ensure back straps are firmly fixed 
around the vehicle’s headrest and seat

The car’s seatbelt must be worn over 
top of the child and car seat harness

Ensure child has not outgrown 
the weight capacity limit

15-36kg

Ensure back is in contact  
with the vehicle seat back

Ensure shoulder straps  
are firmly secure

The quick reference guide does not replace the requirement to read the user manual and safety information therein.

Contact the car seat specialists for more information:  
0800 543 343 
solutions@medifab.com
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